116A, B & C Wilding Street, Doubleview

Deluxe doubleview lifestyle (street front available)
Street Front Available - Only 1 left!
Showcasing the clean lines of contemporary design and
complemented by high-end finishes these BRAND NEW
townhouses have been designed to relax and entertain. Filled with
luxurious aesthetics, light filled interiors and glittering views of the
city skyline each townhouse has been crafted to create an enviable
living environment you will want to share with friends.
Crowned with an opulent master bedroom retreat each residence
features two distinct living areas, a streamlined entertainer’s kitchen
and soaring ceilings that enhance the sense of space. The generous
floor plan allows a continual flowing space between the living,
dining and alfresco creating a widespread sanctuary for seamless
indoor to outdoor living.
Each residence highlights contemporary design and elegance
throughout with timber tiled flooring, statement lighting and a
striking staircase. The upstairs lavish accommodation level
comprises of three generous bedrooms each with picture windows
to
capture sweeping elevated outlooks whilst the contemporary
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you can simply stroll across the road to Sea Shore Reserve and
Newborough Primary or walk to Premier Karrinyup Shopping
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Price
From $749,000
Property Type residential
Property ID
1838
Agent details
Daniel Hart - 0419 944 652
Peter Hart - 0409 294 128
Office details
Innaloo
20 Thrall Street Innaloo WA 6018
Australia
08 9446 5005

